Similarly with the homosexual male, he is not so much feminine as juvenile and immature.
Similarly with the homosexual male, he is not so much feminine as juvenile and immature.
He is effeminate only in the sense of being undeveloped as a man.
This view, if it is true, would help to explain the sex perversions-for the physical immaturity would explain the retardation of sexual development, and therefore the tendency to more infantile reactions.
The individual with strong physiological sexual functions will drive his way sexually through almost any early conditions; the sexuality will assert itself in spite of any adverse circumstances.
If, however, the individual is constitutionallv weak and immature sexually, he will be much more subject to abnormal conditions and more prone to fall victim to the infantile reaction of perversions.
We may conclude then, that whilst still the physical immaturity would act as a predisposing and contributory factor, the essenitial factors in the production of the majority of sex perversions are probably psychological.
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ABSTRACT.-Current views on causation of sexual perversion.
An alternative to these, based on the relationship of the pervert with others, is put forward. Sexual perversions and psychoneuroses are not positive and negative aspects of infantile sexual components.
Verbatim extracts from the analysis of a patient with sexual perversion are given to illustrate and support the following views: (a) The emotional relationship between the pervert and others is an essential element in the condition. (b) The physical aspects of the perversion are of secondary importance to the mental. (c) The perversion indicates a failure in personal and social integration; and an effort is made to alter this by means of aggressiveness, adopted child-like conduct, and perversions. (d) The perversions were manifold in type but uniform in purpose. (e) The policy of the illness was to regain a satisfying personal and social life. (f) The same policy is found in the psychoneuroses.
CURRENT views upon sexual perversion are for the most part based on the work of Freud. The normal sexual life of the child, according to this school, differs from that which later is accepted as the normal adult standard. All children, it is held, exhibit in their undeveloped sexual life features which in the adult would be termed perversions.
Infantile sexuality, not yet subject to repression anJ1 unrestrained by education, is of a perverse character. The sexual perversions and psychoneurotic symptoms represent, then, the positive and negative aspect of the sexual impulses of infantile life. In this contribution an alternative view is put forward. An effort will be made to show that there is no setiological difference between sexual perversions and psychoneuroses, and that the former are not the residue of infantile sexuality persisting into adult life, but are rnorbid reactions arising out of abnormal circumstances. These reactions are used to regain that emotional state which prevailed in the relationship between the child and mother very early in life. The type of behaviour is moulded upon earlier experiences, but these are not of a sexual character.
No attempt will be made here to apply this view to the Eetiology of the psychoneuroses.
This was done elsewhere [1] , and an endeavour was then made to show that hysteria could be understood as arising from the failure of the individual early in life to achieve the ideal inclusion in the community. Later, the same theory was applied in the study of morbid anxiety, and the view was advanced that if the relationship of interdependence be disturbed a feeling of personal isolation supervenes which produces anxiety.
A somewhat similar view is put forward by Ian and Jane Suttie [2].
Freud [3] advances the conjecture that the phase of mother-attachment is specially closely connected with the aetiology of hysteria.
The effect upon the child of a disturbance of this relationship, and its later bearing upon social integration, is possibly the most important Eetiological factor in the genesis of sexual perversion.
The opinions advanced will be illustrated by verbatim extracts, as given during analysis by free association, from the case history of a patient suffering from sexual perversion.
The patient was a married man, aged 29, and the symptom for which he sought treatment was a desire to experience what he described as a wet kiss with a little girl. Such a kiss was coincident with sexual excitement. The kiss, while it appeared the most desirable objective, was but a stage in a series of events. There were other perverse features, as will be noticed in the quotations given. It will be unnecessary to specify them. The kiss was not an end in itself, but was a means towards an end. In the investigation certain essentials in the procession towards the desired end were noted. For example, "the child must be interested-the more surprise and curiosity shown by the child the better."
Not all children were attractive to this patient, even though they possessed the full rosy moist lips required if a satisfactory kiss was to be experienced. They must have that " come hither " look, or again that " forthcoming attitude." In other words, with the appropriate little girl there must be " complete contact " and a "breaking down of all reserves," " quite unclouded relations "-" no holding back," " no afterthought." " Above all what I sought in them was complete unobstructed intimacy," and " this must be unimpaired by any attitude of selfishness on my part. This relationship gives "an escape into something illimitable "-"it is the-meeting on the same plane, neither questioning, complete naturalness and intimacy of personality, and not interfered with by any self-assertive element."
In later years he learned that during his babyhood his mother had a lover. She lavished affection on her baby as a surrogate for her lover, and this subsequently ceased. He was given love and affection, and soon after this was withdrawn. His references to his mother are always coloured with resentment. He felt entitled to a certain intimacy with her, but she failed him. He was aware of the change in himself which arose in consequence of this. Of it he says: " I feel what has happened is that I have excluded mother from my essential life, and I am now aware of a numbness towards her." Indeed he came to regard his mother as an intruder in his life. Yet he sought by devious means to recapture that which he had lost-" intimacy is the vital thing." To reach this intimacy with another, a physical means-the kiss -was used. This, however, served a temporary purpose and was preliminary to an essentially individualistic state in which sexual or reproductive components were absent.
The essence of the intimacy lay in its emotional rather than in its sensational elements, and is expressed thus: " I couldn't picture myself without that something in me which is appealed to, and I can get to the stage when I have no physical attraction. The infatuation is the thing, and is there when all about lips is absent. There is something in them which is further back than the physical and doesn't depend on physical appeal." " The external-rosy wet lips-is merely a substitute and a poor one at that, for a little girl who would fling her arms round me-this is the appeal."
" I want the eyes that are not wondering all the time what you are going to do, and prepared to criticize or condemn it."
" My wife first attracted me with her eyes. My wife is cheerful and spontaneous and unlike my mother. But she is limited to being herself." Hence he experiences a feeling of isolation.
" The exhibitionism wasn't only sex feeling-it brought out an amused excited look in their eyes. There was in it something passive-an ecstasy of surrender."
The presence of perversion or psychoneurosis denotes a failure of social integration. This is preceded by a failure in personal integration or personal unity, which makes the normal progress to social integration impossible. There is in consequence an inability to share social life, and the attempt to do so is forced and unsatisfying.
The stages of development prepare the child for social life. WVhen they are interrupted symptoms arise, designed to secure participation in social life together with the feeling of personal unity, which has become impaired. There supervenes a state of isolation which is exemplified by such phases as " I was like a bit broken off," " I felt quite unattached."
It is because this personal unity is lacking that the individual fails to attain social adjustment. Social unity is not reached because the personality, being disorganized, is by this very fact rendered incapable of social fusion.
The attitude of the patient to social life is illustrated in his own words: " I felt in everybody that mattered around me some barrier, something which prevented me being natural. Anything I did was bound to be wrong. I have a picture of hemmedin-ness, and I want to hit out badly." "I wasn't congruent with my family in early days. They were puzzled and I wasn't able to put things right. I was inarticulate and clumsy in trying to explain myself to them, Right away back I had the feeling of being slightly different to other children."
" I have the vision of stretching out to feel personalities and missing it-never bringing off the meeting." " There is the me I have created for the purpose of showing to the world, the me my mother sees and that I show socially, and that other me-the utterly simple child-like me, the me that is capable of instinctive devotion as against acquired affection, and it comes out in the best side of my relations with children."
The absence of personal unity is revealed here. " I am never relaxed, always manceuvring for position, so to speak, and rather proud of my capacity for playing the chameleon and getting on well with all sorts and conditions of men." These extracts make it clear that the patient had failed to secure social integration. A similar failure is, of course, observable in psychoneurotics. This supports the contention that sexual perversions and psyohoneuroses are disorders of a like kind.
The patient's behaviour in a social environment varied. His cbameleon attitude was adopted on some occasions; at other times he became aggressive; and under special circumstances he acted like a baby.
In each of these roles he had a goal in view, and this was the re-establishment of a social setting which would be personally satisfying. This is best seen on those occasions when aggressiveness or babyishness was employed. The following extracts reveal the patient's aggressiveness and show that its aim was either to secure happier social relationships, or to mark disapproval of existing ones. " I can't get on with older people because in them there is not that spontaneity which I find in small girls and which calls up a like spontaneity in me. With older people points of self-interest conflict. I have an intense dislike for pretentiousness. When there is windowdressing I can't sit quiet-I become equally self-assertive."
In this and other places he meant by self-assertive what is nmore correctly termed aggressive, for others were involved and placidity was absent.
So again, "' With small girls there is complete naturalness not interfered with by any self-assertive element; with them I have not to fight for recognition, but I am just taken for granted."
Turning now to the babyish attitude, it will be seen that by it, as well as by the aggressiveness, he seeks to mould those around him and to experience certain feelings himself.
" If I am ill, I have that babyish feeling of letting myself go to the personality of another person. All the aggressive side is put away, leaving something simple to the point of childishness-a letting go and enjoying it. When ill, I relax and let people do all the active things, and enjoy behaving in a silly babyish manner."
At the age of four our patient stole a rubber teat from a neighbour's baby and sucked it in bed. " It gave me," he says, " a curious satisfaction. They hunted for it and I said nothing. Then came their surprise and bewilderment when they found me with it in bed. Was I wanting to be like a baby? It was all part of a design. I took it from the baby and when alone put it in my mouth. There was an association between the teat and the licking or wet kissing. I was aware that it was wet from the baby's saliva. I feel sure that at the time I didn't know why I wanted it."
" When I think of having the teat I feel now as I did tucked up in bed and I experience a sense of satisfaction. I am acting the baby. The babyishness had a common note with stealing the teat, and the common note is being a baby. Playing the baby always worked with mother and altered her attitude." To alter his mother's attitude was an important part of the matter. Now we will see that the babyishness and the aggressive attitude were different methods of attending to some previously experienced state.
" In stealing the teat there was spite against the baby-a getting my own back, as I do with people now, and putting it in my mouth was an effort to get back to a previous state." " I took it from the baby to spite it because I was not allowed to sing. for this would disturb it."
" I see three things in the teat episode: First, spite in seizing it from the baby; secondly, getting attention; and thirdly, lying back in bed with the teat in my mouth and capturing some of the early serenity."
Here for the first time we get an indication of the meaning and purpose of his aggressiveness and of his babyish attitude-it is " to recapture something of that early serenity." Altering the attitude of his mother and other people was a step towards this.
Perversity in this patient took many forms, as we have seen. These variations, as well as the aggressiveness and babyish attitude served the same end, namely, " to recapture that early serenity."
The perversities were not the mere persistence of infantile sexual features, but muorbid reactions used for a special purpose. At times they proved adequate and were employed repeatedly, at other times inadequate and hence discarded.
To quote: " My great mistake was in going along the wrong road; and of seeking more and more extreme ways of expressing what I wanted in small girls and not getting bevond to something else."
The aggressive attitude, the babyish attitude and the imianifold perverse acts were directed to achieve a certain result, namely, the ideal social relationship with another-that is complete unobstructed intimacy. That he regarded the aggressive attitude, the babyish attitude, and the perversions as means to an end is made clear by the following quotation:-"What characterized the early period is its static quality; people all around, no questioning. I take it all for granted. I just let myself go, I am childish and say babyish things. Apart from this everything belongs to a dynamic period, and my relations with people depend on an activity of my own. In the early period people look down and smile, in the later period I can't see their eyes as they are above my head. My relations with people in this later period depend on my activity-my tendency to be showing off, and the effect of fantastic incidents," by which he means the perversions. "I do fantastic things to attract response. This is the meaning of the exhibitionism-to attract the curiosity and attention of little girls. By conforming I didn't get attention, so I had to do the unusual thing."
A static quality in this early serene period contrasts with the striving which was so marked a feature of the later social life. The aggressiveness, babyishness and perversions were dynamic in character-restless. By means of these he was searching for something he knew not what. This restlessness is also a characteristic of the psychoneuroses. In the sexual perversions and psychoneuroses we find the same unsettled teleological state of mind. This might almost be taken as a diagnostic sign for these conditions. When this patient recovered what he described as the " early serenity " this restlessness passed away. It is an essential of growth that this restlessness be displaced by serenity. When we are something-that is, when we take no thought for the morrow-the future unfolds naturally.
Patients always ask what they are to do. A more important question is what they are now doing. Adequate experience has a " presentness " untrammelled by first or final causes. It is its own justification. The happy future is implicit in the happy present. When, through interruption or rebuff, the early serenity is snatched away, there is a ceaseless
